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U.S. Foreign Policy After the Cold War
Israeli Foreign Policy since the End of the Cold War
In Uncertain Times considers how policymakers react to dramatic developments on the world stage. Few expected the
Berlin Wall to come down in November 1989; no one anticipated the devastating attacks on the World Trade Center and the
Pentagon in September 2001. American foreign policy had to adjust quickly to an international arena that was completely
transformed. Melvyn P. Leffler and Jeffrey W. Legro have assembled an illustrious roster of officials from the George H. W.
Bush, Clinton, and George W. Bush administrations—Robert B. Zoellick, Paul Wolfowitz, Eric S. Edelman, Walter B.
Slocombe, and Philip Zelikow. These policymakers describe how they went about making strategy for a world fraught with
possibility and peril. They offer provocative reinterpretations of the economic strategy advanced by the George H. W. Bush
administration, the bureaucratic clashes over policy toward the breakup of the USSR, the creation of the Defense Policy
Guidance of 1992, the expansion of NATO, the writing of the National Security Strategy Statement of 2002, and the invasion
of Iraq in 2003. A group of eminent scholars address these same topics. Bruce Cumings, John Mueller, Mary Elise Sarotte,
Odd Arne Westad, and William C. Wohlforth probe the unstated assumptions, the cultural values, and the psychological
makeup of the policymakers. They examine whether opportunities were seized and whether threats were magnified and
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distorted. They assess whether academicians and independent experts would have done a better job than the policymakers
did. Together, policymakers and scholars impel us to rethink how our world has changed and how policy can be improved in
the future.

In Uncertain Times
This book describes how American international policy alternates between engagement and disengagement cycles in world
affairs. These cycles provide a unique way to understand, assess, and describe fluctuations in America’s involvement or noninvolvement overseas. In addition to its basic thesis, the book presents a fair-minded account of four presidents’ foreign
policies in the post-Cold War period: George H.W. Bush, Bill Clinton, George W. Bush, and Barack Obama. It suggests
recurring sources of cyclical change, along with implications for the future. An engaged or involved foreign policy entails the
use of military power and diplomatic pressure against other powers to secure American ends. A disengaged on noninvolved
policy relies on normal economic and political interaction with other states, which seeks to disassociation from
entanglements.

US Foreign Policy After the Cold War
The first study to systematically analyse the patterns of China's foreign policy crisis behaviour after the Cold War.

After the End
Since 1992 - the end of the Cold War - Brazil has been slowly and quietly carving a niche for itself in the international
community: that is a regional leader in Latin America. How and why is the subject of Sean Burges' investigations.

Military Coercion and US Foreign Policy
In this timely and pathbreaking volume, scholars in comparative politics and international relations build upon earlier
theoretical work on the interaction of domestic and international systems, applying it innovatively to the study of postSoviet Russian policy and conduct. Individual chapters focus on regime type, leadership politics, interest group politics,
nationalism as ideology, international conflict and threat, and international economic opportunities and constraints. The
complex interplay between domestic and international factors is highlighted. Exploring both the origins and the outcomes of
Russian policy and behavior, this book provides a telling measure of the direction and significance of political change since
1991.
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After the Cold War
This book uncovers how US-India relations have changed and intensified during the administrations of Bill Clinton, George
Bush Jr., and Barack Obama. Throughout the Cold War, US-India relations were often distant and volatile as India mostly
received attention at times of grave international crises, but from the late 1990s onwards, the US showed a more sustained
interest in India. How was this shift possible? While previous scholarship has focused on the civilian nuclear deal as a
turning point, this book presents an alternative account for this change by analyzing how India’s identity has been
constructed in different terms after the Cold War. It examines the underlying discourse and explains how this enables or
constrains US foreign policymakers when they establish security policies with India and improve US-India relations.

Changing US Foreign Policy toward India
The first study of Israeli foreign policy towards the Middle East and selected world powers, since the end of the Cold War to
the present.

The American Impasse
Why has the US proven unable to enact a foreign policy of restraint in the post-Cold War era? For all but a brief period in the
1990s, US foreign policy is marked by an assertive appearance despite relative hegemony. This book examines the causes
and impact of US foreign policy - measuring its successes, pitfalls, and what the future has in store.

Mission Failure
"In Mission Failure, Mandelbaum argues that, in the past 25 years, U.S. foreign policy has undergone a significant shift.
Historically, U.S. foreign policy was oriented primarily toward threat reduction, but the U.S. military has turned in recent
years to missions that are largely humanitarian and socio-political. Mandelbaum argues that ideologically-driven foreign
policy--that which seeks to reconstruct societies along Western lines--generally leads to mission failure"--

Public Engagement In U.S. Foreign Policy After The Cold War
In the late 1970s, the United States often seemed to be a superpower in decline. Battered by crises and setbacks around
the globe, its post–World War II international leadership appeared to be draining steadily away. Yet just over a decade later,
by the early 1990s, America’s global primacy had been reasserted in dramatic fashion. The Cold War had ended with
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Washington and its allies triumphant; democracy and free markets were spreading like never before. The United States was
now enjoying its "unipolar moment"—an era in which Washington faced no near-term rivals for global power and influence,
and one in which the defining feature of international politics was American dominance. How did this remarkable
turnaround occur, and what role did U.S. foreign policy play in causing it? In this important book, Hal Brands uses recently
declassified archival materials to tell the story of American resurgence. Brands weaves together the key threads of global
change and U.S. policy from the late 1970s through the early 1990s, examining the Cold War struggle with Moscow, the rise
of a more integrated and globalized world economy, the rapid advance of human rights and democracy, and the emergence
of new global challenges like Islamic extremism and international terrorism. Brands reveals how deep structural changes in
the international system interacted with strategies pursued by Jimmy Carter, Ronald Reagan, and George H. W. Bush to
usher in an era of reinvigorated and in many ways unprecedented American primacy. Making the Unipolar Moment provides
an indispensable account of how the post–Cold War order that we still inhabit came to be.

US Foreign Policy After The Cold War
After the Second World War, Turkey and Egypt were among the most dynamic actors in the Middle East. Their 1950s foreign
policies presented a puzzle, however: Turkey's Democrat Party pursued NATO membership and sponsored the pro-Western
Baghdad Pact regionally, while Egypt's Free Officers promoted neutralism and pan-Arab alliances. This book asks why: what
explains this divergence in a shared historical space? Rethinking foreign policy as an important site for the realisation of
nationalist commitments, Abou-El-Fadl finds the answer in the contrasting nation making projects pursued by the two
leaderships, each politicised differently through experiences of war, imperialism and underdevelopment. Drawing on
untapped Turkish and Arabic sources, and critically engaging with theories of postcolonial nationalism, she emphasises
local actors' agency in striving to secure national belonging, sovereignty and progress in the international field. Her analysis
sheds light on the contemporary legacies of the decade which cemented Turkey's position in the Western Bloc and Egypt's
reputation as Arab leader.

Cycles in US Foreign Policy since the Cold War
A documentation of the impact of recent changes in the international system of Japan's foreign policy. Chapters include:
diplomatic style; the thrust for economic success; the search for security; and the impact of international relations with
neighbouring countries.

Foreign Policy as Nation Making
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US Foreign Policy and Iran is a study of US foreign policy decision-making in relation to Iran and its implications for Middle
Eastern relations. It offers a new assessment of US-Iranian relations by exploring the rationale, effectiveness and
consequences of American policy towards Iran from the aftermath of the 1979 Iranian Revolution to the present day. As a
key country in a turbulent region and the recipient of some of the most inconsistent treatment meted out during or after the
Cold War, Iran has been both one of America's closest allies and an 'axis of evil' or 'rogue' state, targeted by covert action
and contained by sanctions, diplomatic isolation and the threat of overt action. Moreover, since the attacks of 11
September 2001, Iran has played a significant role in the war on terror while also incurring American wrath for its links to
international terror and its alleged pursuit of a nuclear weapons programme. US Foreign Policy and Iran will be of interest to
students of US foreign policy, Iran, Middle Eastern Politics and international security in general Donette Murray is a Senior
Lecturer in the Department of Defence and International Affairs at the Royal Military Academy Sandhurst. She was awarded
a PhD in International History by the University of Ulster in 1997.

US Foreign Policy After The Cold War
In the political landscape emerging from the end of the Cold War, making U.S. foreign policy has become more difficult, due
in part to less clarity and consensus about threats and interests. In After the End James M. Scott brings together a group of
scholars to explore the changing international situation since 1991 and to examine the characteristics and patterns of
policy making that are emerging in response to a post–Cold War world. These essays examine the recent efforts of U.S.
policymakers to recast the roles, interests, and purposes of the United States both at home and abroad in a political
environment where policy making has become increasingly decentralized and democratized. The contributors suggest that
foreign policy leadership has shifted from White House and executive branch dominance to an expanded group of actors
that includes the president, Congress, the foreign policy bureaucracy, interest groups, the media, and the public. The
volume includes case studies that focus on China, Russia, Bosnia, Somalia, democracy promotion, foreign aid, and NAFTA.
Together, these chapters describe how policy making after 1991 compares to that of other periods and suggest how foreign
policy will develop in the future. This collection provides a broad, balanced evaluation of U.S. foreign policy making in the
post–Cold War setting for scholars, teachers, and students of U.S. foreign policy, political science, history, and international
studies. Contributors. Ralph G. Carter, Richard Clark, A. Lane Crothers, I. M. Destler, Ole R. Holsti, Steven W. Hook,
Christopher M. Jones, James M. McCormick, Jerel Rosati, Jeremy Rosner, John T. Rourke, Renee G. Scherlen, Peter J.
Schraeder, James M. Scott, Jennifer Sterling-Folker, Rick Travis, Stephen Twing

US Foreign Policy and Iran
This book examines the use of military force as a coercive tool by the United States, using lessons drawn from the post-Cold
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War era (1991–2018). The volume reveals that despite its status as sole superpower during the post-Cold War period, US
efforts to coerce other states failed as often as they succeeded. In the coming decades, the United States will face states
that are more capable and creative, willing to challenge its interests and able to take advantage of missteps and
vulnerabilities. By using lessons derived from in-depth case studies and statistical analysis of an original dataset of more
than 100 coercive incidents in the post-Cold War era, this book generates insight into how the US military can be used to
achieve policy goals. Specifically, it provides guidance about the ways in which, and the conditions under which, the US
armed forces can work in concert with economic and diplomatic elements of US power to create effective coercive
strategies. This book will be of interest to students of US national security, US foreign policy, strategic studies and
International Relations in general.

French Foreign Policy since 1945
This book investigates the end of the Cold War in Africa and its impact on post-Cold War US foreign policy in the continent.
The fall of the Berlin Wall is widely considered the end of the Cold War; however, it documents just one of the many "ends",
since the Cold War was a global conflict. This book looks at one of the most neglected extra-European battlegrounds, the
African continent, and explores how American foreign policy developed in this region between the late 1980s and the early
1990s. Drawing on a wide range of recently disclosed documents, the book shows that the Cold War in Africa ended in
1988, preceding the fall of the Berlin Wall. It also reveals how, since then, some of the most controversial and inconsistent
episodes of post-Cold War US foreign policy in Africa have been deeply rooted in the unique process whereby American
rivalry with the USSR found its end in the continent. The book challenges the traditional narrative by presenting an original
perspective on the study of the end of the Cold War and provides new insights into the shaping of US foreign policy during
the so-called ‘unipolar moment’. This book will be of much interest to students of Cold War history, US foreign policy,
African politics and international relations.

Chinese Foreign Relations
This timely reader focuses on the broad foreign policy agenda that is emerging in the 1990s. Traditional as well as new
policy issues are considered in light of the recent and far-reaching changes that are occurring abroad. The 23 articles
selected from The Washington Quarterly address such important concerns as the United States in a new era, transformed
alliances, regional policies, updated policy instruments, a more complex agenda, and the question of U.S. leadership.Brad
Roberts is a Research Fellow in International Security Studies at the Center for Strategic and International Studies in
Washington, D.C.Contents: Starting at Zero: U.S. Foreign Policy for the 1990s, Robert Hunter. The Crisis of Leninism and the
U.S. Response, Robert Scalapino. The Emerging European Security Order, Hans Binnendijk. Germany, Japan, and the False
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Glare of War, Dan Hamilton and James Clad. The Japan-U.S. Bilateral Relationship: Its Role in the Global Economy, Raymond
Vernon. East Central Europe: Democracy in Retreat? Jan Zielonka. Who Killed the Third World? Richard Bissell. Regional
Order in the 1990s: Challenge of the Middle East, Richard Haass. Southern Asia After the Cold War, Rodney Jones. In Search
of a Latin America Policy, William Perry. After the Cold War: U.S. Interests in SubSaharan Africa, David Newsom. Can Arms
Control Survive Peace? James Goodby. U.S. Intelligence in an Age of Uncertainty, Paula Scalingi. Foreign Aid for a New
World Order, John Sewell. Public Diplomacy in the Post-Cold War Era, Paul Blackburn. The Security Challenges of Global
Environmental Change, Ian Rowland The Future of the International Trading System, Peter Ludlow. The Geopolitical
Implications of a Global Capital Shortage, Penelope HartlandThurberg. Global Demographic Trends into the Year 2010,
Gregory D. Foster. Democracy, Conflict, and Development in the Third World, Robert L. Rothstein. Democracy and World
Order, Brad Roberts. The Quest for Bipartisanship: A New Beginning for a New World Order, Jay Winik. Congress and Foreign
Policy, Robert Pastor. Morality and Foreign Policy in America's Third Century, George Weigel. The Comeback of Liberal
Internationalism, Richard N. Gardner.

Japan's Foreign Policy After the Cold War: Coping with Change
This book offers an examination of the effectiveness of Western military interventions in the post-Cold War era. It
constitutes a comprehensive, interdisciplinary analysis of the conditions, conduct and consequences of post-Cold War
armed conflicts, in which Western states, acting as a multinational coalition, were engaged in a combat role as an
intervening force, not as an impartial peacekeeper. The volume identifies and analyses the causes, justifications and goals
of the interventions, as well as the results of such engagements. The main objective is to assess the effectiveness of the
military actions of Western states in these armed conflicts. Apart from the chapters devoted to particular conflicts – such as
the Gulf War, the Balkans, Afghanistan, Iraq and Libya – it also includes chapters in which experts summarise the legal,
political, military and economic implications of all such Western-led interventions. As a result, the book helps us to
understand why these military interventions happened, how they were executed and what the results were. Taking into
account the impact of these military expeditions on global security, the book offers an explanation for some of the central
questions concerning the current shape of international order and power distribution on a global scale. This book will be of
much interest to students of military and strategic studies, conflict studies, foreign policy and International Relations.

US Foreign Policy in the Post-Cold War Era
Psychotherapists have an ethical requirement to inform clients about their treatment methods, alternative treatment
options, and alternative conceptions of their problem. While accepting the basis for this "informed consent" requirement,
therapists have traditionally resisted giving too much information, arguing that exposure to alternative therapies could
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cause confusion and distress. The raging debates over false/recovered memory syndrome and the larger move towards
medical disclosure have pushed the question to the fore: how much information therapists should provide to their clients? In
Negotiating Consent in Psychotherapy, Patrick O'Neill provides an in-depth study of the ways in which therapists and clients
negotiate consent. Based on interviews with 100 therapists and clients in the areas of eating disorders and sexual abuse,
the book explores the tangle of issues that make informed consent so difficult for therapists, including what therapists
believe should be part of consent and why; how they decide when consent should be renegotiated; and how clients
experience this process of negotiation and renegotiation.

In the Shadow of the Cold War
Italian Foreign Policy After the Cold War
This thesis examines the reception of Thucydides' History of the Peloponnesian War in US foreign policy debates since the
end of the Cold War. It begins with a background survey of Thucydides' use in foreign policy debates up to and during the
Cold War, primarily by the realist school of international relations, and the comparisons which were drawn between the Cold
War and the Peloponnesian War. After the Cold War, these comparisons became less relevant to current debates, and
critics of realism began to use Thucydides to support their own theories. The emphasis is on how the three key movements
since the Cold War, realism, liberal internationalism and neoconservatism, have each seen aspects in Thucydides' writing to
admire and utilise for their theories, at the same time building competing interpretations of key sections from Thucydides'
History. At the same time, as well as drawing abstract theories from Thucydides, analysts have also drawn historical
parallels between the present and the Peloponnesian War in a creative process which results in modern states playing
different ancient roles depending upon the context. I show that Thucydides' text lends itself particularly well to such
recycling due to the author's tendency to highlight complex tensions without providing explicit authorial 'answers'.

Making the Unipolar Moment
This study looks closely at the attempts to resolve the dilemmas now confronting American policy-makers and the need for
the US to balance national interests against global responsibilities as the world's only superpower.

America's Failing Empire
The end of communist regimes in Eastern Europe and the USSR produced strikingly little enthusiasm in the United States.
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The political energy absorbed for forty years by American-Soviet relations left America no triumphant, but reflective, turning
inward with a general sense of national decline. American politics and policy have met the rapid changes in the new global
order with alarming slowness and inflexibility. In this book, fourteen leading political scientists ask two basic questions.
What effect did the cold war have on American institutions and politics? And how will American politics evolve now? The
first section of the volume focuses on institutions-the presidency, Congress, federalism. The second explores politicsideologies, public opinion, and the American party system. The third section tackles important policy areas: the budget,
social issues, education, foreign policy, trade, and immigration. Contributors: Joel D. Aberbach; Tobias Dürr; Andreas Falke;
Adrienne Héritier; Peter Lösche; Theodore J. Lowi; Heinz-Dieter Meyer; Demetrios G. Papademetriou; Paul E. Peterson; Bert
A. Rockman; James Thurber; David B. Walker; and the editors.

Strategy in Us Foreign Policy After the Cold War
Gulliver's Troubles offers the first comprehensive assessment of the post-Cold War foreign policy of Nigeria - one of Africa's
most important states. Expert contributors, comprising academics and scholar-diplomats, analyse Nigeria's most vital
domestic challenges and critical regional issues from historical and contemporary perspectives. Nigeria's relations with its
neighbours and other significant states and regional and international bodies also come under scrutiny. The debates here,
while multifaceted, share the premise that an effective foreign policy must be built on a sound domestic base and
democratic stability.

Turkish Foreign Policy in Post Cold War Era
President Clinton and other U.S. officials have warned that "rogue states" pose a major threat to international peace in the
post-Cold War era. But what exactly is a rogue state? Does the concept foster a sound approach to foreign policy, or is it, in
the end, no more than a counterproductive political epithet? Robert Litwak traces the origins and development of rogue
state policy and then assesses its efficacy through detailed case studies of Iraq, Iran, and North Korea. He shows that the
policy is politically selective, inhibits the ability of U.S. policymakers to adapt to changed conditions, and has been rejected
by the United States' major allies. Litwak concludes that by lumping and demonizing a disparate group of countries, the
rogue state approach obscures understanding and distorts policymaking. In place of a generic and constricting strategy, he
argues for the development of "differentiated" strategies of containment, tailored to the particular circumstances within
individual states.

Western Military Interventions After The Cold War
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Russian Foreign Policy
The cold war came to a grinding halt during the astounding developments of 1989-1991. The Berlin Wall fell, Eastern
European countries freed themselves from Soviet domination, and the Soviet Union itself disintegrated after witnessing a
failed coup presumably aimed at restoring a communist dictatorship. Suddenly the “evil empire” was no more, and U.S.
foreign policy was forever changed. This volume explores the revisions to a variety of bureaucratic institutions and policy
areas in the wake of these political upheavals.

China's Crisis Behavior
A third edition of this book is now available. This comprehensive and thoroughly updated introduction to Chinese foreign
relations discerns the opportunities and limits China faces as it seeks increased international influence. Tracing the record
of twists and turns in Chinese foreign relations since the end of the Cold War, Robert G. Sutter provides a nuanced analysis
that shows that despite popular perceptions of its growing power, Beijing is hampered by both domestic and international
constraints. This text's balanced and meticulous assessment shows China's leaders exerting more influence in world affairs
but remaining far from dominant. Facing numerous contradictions and tradeoffs, they move cautiously as they deal with a
complex global environment.

Rogue States and U.S. Foreign Policy
Since the success of the best-selling first edition, the world has remained fascinated with US foreign policy, not least
because of the far-reaching consequences of the US led invasion of Iraq. This fully updated textbook follows the events of
the past two and a half years including the 2004 presidential campaign, whilst still providing a comprehensive introduction
to all aspects of American foreign policy. Chapter headings include: from colony to superpower the post-Cold War decade
the role of Congress the media and public opinion the US and terrorism. Examining the administrations of George Bush, Bill
Clinton and George W. Bush, it explains the complex interaction between the institutions of power, the key actors and the
non-governmental organizations to give a complete picture of foreign policy. With a complete glossary of terms, this
textbook is ideal for those studying American politics or international relations. Companion website available at:
www.routledge.com/textbooks/0415358655

Brazilian Foreign Policy After the Cold War
Examines American engagement with the world from the fall of Soviet communism through the opening years of the Trump
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administration.

United States Foreign Policy After the Cold War
Revised andupdated through 1993, it describes how the end of the Cold War affected the United States's global role as well
as suggesting what possibilities lie ahead for a restructured world-system.

Thucydides and Us Foreign Policy Debates After the Cold War
This thoughtful and balanced text examines the development of Russian foreign policy since the end of the Cold War.
Jeffrey Mankoff argues that Russia's more assertive behavior since Vladimir Putin became president in 2000 has resulted
from both a deep-seated consensus among its elite about Russia's identity and interests as well as a favorable convergence
of events-including the persistence of high energy prices and the check on U.S. power resulting from the wars in Iraq and
Afghanistan. Because these factors are the result of long-term trends, the author argues that there is little reason to.

US Foreign Policy and the End of the Cold War in Africa
This sharp and authoritative account of American foreign relations analyzes the last fifteen years of foreign policy in relation
to the last forty years, since the end of the Cold War. Provides an overview and understanding of the recent history of U.S.
foreign relations from the viewpoint of one of the most respected authorities in the field Includes suggestions for further
reading.

America's Half-Century
When Charles de Gaulle declared that “it is because we are no longer a great power that we need a grand policy,” he neatly
summarized France’s predicament on the world scene. In this compact and engaging history, author Frédéric Bozo deftly
recounts France’s efforts to reconcile its proud history and global ambitions with a realistic appraisal of its capabilities, from
the aftermath of World War II to the present. He provides insightful analysis of the nation’s triumphs and setbacks through
the years of decolonization, Cold War maneuvering, and European unification, as well as the more contemporary challenges
posed by an increasingly multipolar and interconnected world.

US Foreign Policy After the Cold War
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Concentrating on the post-Cold War era, this is an accessible and comprehensive introduction to all aspects of American
foreign policy. It examines the administrations of George Bush, Bill Clinton and George W. Bush, explaining the complex
interaction between the institutions of power, the key actors and also non-government organizations to give a complete
picture of foreign policy making in America. Key features include: * case studies of the Vietnam War, the Gulf War, Somalia,
the Balkans and the Kyoto Protocol * lists of key points at the beginning of each chapter * figures explaining the
organization of US foreign policy making, the National Security Council and the Department of Defense * analysis of issues
of globalization, trade, the media and public opinion * a chronology of key dates in American foreign policy * a complete
glossary of terms. This is an excellent book for all students and scholars interested in US foreign policy.

Gulliver's Troubles
Since the success of the best-selling first edition, the world has remained fascinated with US foreign policy, not least
because of the far-reaching consequences of the US led invasion of Iraq. This fully updated textbook follows the events of
the past two and a half years including the 2004 presidential campaign, whilst still providing a comprehensive introduction
to all aspects of American foreign policy. Chapter headings include: from colony to superpower the post-Cold War decade
the role of Congress the media and public opinion the US and terrorism. Examining the administrations of George Bush, Bill
Clinton and George W. Bush, it explains the complex interaction between the institutions of power, the key actors and the
non-governmental organizations to give a complete picture of foreign policy. With a complete glossary of terms, this
textbook is ideal for those studying American politics or international relations. Companion website available at:
www.routledge.com/textbooks/0415358655

US Foreign Policy After the Cold War
The cold war came to a grinding halt during the astounding developments of 1989-1991. The Berlin Wall fell, Eastern
European countries freed themselves from Soviet domination, and the Soviet Union itself disintegrated after witnessing a
failed coup presumably aimed at restoring a communist dictatorship. Suddenly the “evil empire” was no more, and U.S.
foreign policy was forever changed. This volume explores the revisions to a variety of bureaucratic institutions and policy
areas in the wake of these political upheavals.

First Great Triumph
Documents how the United States rose to a significant world power one century ago through the actions of five political
figures, including Theodore Roosevelt, naval strategist Alfred T. Mahan, Senator Henry Cabot Lodge, Secretary of State John
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Hay, and colonial administrator Elihu Root. Reprint. 20,000 first printing.

The Sources Of Russian Foreign Policy After The Cold War
With the end of Cold War discipline the world has entered a new era. Parameters have changed; new handicaps as well as
new opportunities have been created for countries. Turkey as a neighbor of former USSR, a member of NATO and located at
the center of a sensitive region covered by Caucasus, Balkans and Middle East, has been affected by the end of Cold War
radically. Turkey has lost some of her bargaining cards in the new era and therefore has needed new arguments. This need
encouraged Turkey to take active steps in Post Cold War era. This book analyzes Turkey s relations with US, EU, Balkans,
Middle East, Caucasus, Central Asia, Russia, China and Japan. At the same time, effects of economic crises and domestic
developments on foreign policy, Turkish model in Turkish foreign policy, water conflict and Kurdish problem are analyzed as
well. To conclude, it is possible to argue that although Turkey lost some of her bargaining cards in Post Cold War era, new
developments pushed Turkey to the center of world politics rather then to periphery. Contributors: Meliha Benli Altunisik,
Deniz Ülke Aribogan, Hüseyin Bagci, Idris Bal, Zeyno Baran, Fulya Kip Barnard, Erol Bulut, Ibrahim S. Canbolat, Saziye
Gazioglu, Ramazan Gözen, Saban Kardas, H. Bülent Olcay, Cengiz Okman, Henry E. Paniev, Victor Panin, Dirk Rochtus,
Faruk Sönmezoglu, Gül Turan, Ilter Turan, Mustafa Türkes, Nasuh Uslu.
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